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Welcome!

Jill M. Judd, LUTCF, FSS
NAIFA President





NAIFA Brand Overview

Sheila Owens
VP, Communications & 
Content Strategy
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Brand Book Presentation

May 2019
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Agenda

• Branding: Research & Discovery

• Elements of the Brand 

• Creatives 

• Brand Launch/Timeline

• NAIFA Serves Main Street USA
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• Background research: NAIFA communications, 
competitive overview

• Interviews with key personnel
• Immersion session
• Member survey

We set off on a course of Discovery
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• NAIFA has an opportunity to be the most influential voice for the 
financial services industry.

• The current NAIFA story lacks emotion.
• NAIFA communications are inwardly focused. Need to emphasize 

why our members do what they do.
• NAIFA’s push for diversity can become more compelling if it is 

about providing financial help for all consumers.

We found key themes in our Discovery
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We had an Immersion Session together

And we learned…

to be bold!
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And discovered what ideas members value most.

Resilience. NAIFA is here to build resilience in a changing world.

Uncertainty. NAIFA exists to help our members and their clients overcome uncertainty              

so they can make decisions with confidence.

Fairness. NAIFA’s job is to make security and prosperity available to everyone, regardless 

of wealth or income.

We tested 3 positioning ideas with members
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We identified NAIFA’s personality characteristics

Trustworthy
Resourceful
Helpful
Determined
Authentic
Optimistic
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ELEMENTS OF THE BRAND
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Defining Elements of the NAIFA Brand

There are four basic elements that go into defining and shaping any brand:

1. Brand Strategy: In simple terms, how the brand will achieve the organization’s goals and answer 
audiences’ wants and needs.

2. Brand Promise: The strategic statement that captures who you are and why audiences should 
care.

3. Brand Personality & Voice: Directs the tone and language for all brand communications.

4. Brand Architecture: The blueprint for the brand. It takes the brand promise and diagrams 
supporting messages focused on key beliefs and benefits that may be most meaningful to each 
audience. It effectively tailors the brand story for each audience. 
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NAIFA’s Brand Strategy

Challenge assumptions about associations’ current lack of relevance and value by 
showing what agents and advisors of all stripes can accomplish when working 
together as one NAIFA community.
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NAIFA’s Brand Promise

NAIFA helps agents, advisors, partners, and the people they serve find 
confidence in an ever-changing world.
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NAIFA’s Brand Personality

NAIFA is:

• Optimistic

• Helpful

• Resourceful

• Determined

• An everyperson who rallies others to band together and help one another achieve 
security, peace of mind, and brighter futures for all 

“The time is always right to 
do what’s right.”

-Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.  

• Authentic

• Trustworthy

• Straightforward

• Relatable
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NAIFA’s Brand Voice 

How Others Talk How NAIFA Talks

We cultivate mutually beneficial 
relationships.

We help each other. We push each 
other.

Our association promotes professional 
development needs and leadership 
skills.

We help you learn the skills that matter 
most to your practice and the people 
you serve.

Our association contributes to the 
sharing of professional knowledge, 
information, and experiences.

We exchange ideas and solve urgent 
problems together.

…protect the financial and retirement 
security of the American people.

…help people spend less time worrying 
and more time enjoying all that the 
future holds.
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Improve

revenue and 

performance 

Inspire 

and engage

our community  

Build a stronger, more 

unified organization 
Influence

public policy

Corporate Members & 

Sponsors
Members & Prospects NAIFA Leaders

Lawmakers & 

Regulators

G
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Build support for policies 

that enable the 

important work of our 

membersPu
rp

o
se

Build support and 

a shared sense of pride

Elevate NAIFA to 

the industry’s most 

influential voice

Inspire a collective sense 

of purpose and drive

Build a bridge to the 

consumer 

Consumers

Demonstrate added value 

of working with NAIFA 

members

NAIFA’s Brand Goals By Audience
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Brand Architecture: Lawmakers & Regulators 

• We stand up for equal access to sound advice and advocate for the policies that help everyone—regardless of wealth—create more 
secure, prosperous futures. 

• Making it easier for individuals to access trusted agents and advisors means fewer financial crises disrupting the futures of individuals, 
families, communities, and governments. 

• NAIFA agents and advisors stand together as the largest group of advocates for personal security, community prosperity, and 
individual achievement. 

• Our members maintain a direct line to the needs of Middle America because they’re part of it. They’re small business owners, parents, 
grandparents, and caregivers working with small business owners, parents, grandparents, and caregivers in every district in the 
country. 

• With deep, long-term relationships in communities large and small, NAIFA helps connect the dots between what communities need 
and how policymaking can best enable the important work of insurance agents and financial advisors. For 129 years, we’ve made it
possible for members to share their stories with both state and federal policymakers, creating policies that help everyone protect 
themselves and take fear out of their future. 

• Ultimately, NAIFA helps individuals, agents, advisors, and policymakers make decisions with confidence. 

NAIFA helps agents, advisors, partners, and the people they serve find confidence in an ever-changing 
world.
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Brand Architecture: Members & Prospects

NAIFA helps agents, advisors, partners, and the people they serve find confidence in an ever-changing world.

• In a tough industry where the burdens can be overwhelming to bear alone, NAIFA members stand by each other. We reach across 
service area silos and lift each other up.

• We stand together as the largest group of advocates for personal security, community prosperity, and individual achievement. 
• *We stand up for equal access to sound advice and advocate for the policies that help everyone—regardless of wealth—create more 

secure, prosperous futures. For 129 years, we’ve made it possible for members to share their stories with both state and federal
policymakers, creating a legislative environment that enables agents and advisors to do what they do best more easily, no matter
where they practice. 

• **We don’t just provide resources. We make it clear how to apply knowledge to the right context. We provide opportunities to 
connect by geography or specialty, exchange ideas, and solve urgent problems together. As a result, NAIFA members have been 
shown to outperform peers by 64% in premium volume.

• We help agents and advisors adapt to the changing needs of their customers and communities. For example, our Professional 
Pathway makes it easier for agents and advisors to cut through the clutter, and learn the skills that matter to them and the people 
they serve.

• Ultimately, NAIFA helps agents, advisors, and their customers make decisions with confidence.  

*Member survey results suggest that an advocacy-focused message may be particularly compelling to seasoned advisors and agents and longstanding members, 
while a message about equal access to sound advice may be more compelling to advisors and agents under age 41.
**Member survey results suggest messages about opportunities to exchange ideas may be particularly compelling to advisors and agents under age 41. New York 

Life study of agents showed that NAIFA members produced 64% more in premiums compared to other agents in the same stage of their career path.
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Brand Architecture: Corporate Members/Sponsors

NAIFA helps agents, advisors, partners, and the people they serve find confidence in an ever-changing world.

• In a tough industry where the burdens can be overwhelming to bear alone, NAIFA members stand by each other. We reach across 
service area silos and companies and lift each other up.

• We stand together as the largest group of advocates for personal security, community prosperity, and individual achievement. 
• We stand up for equal access to sound advice and advocate for the policies that help everyone—regardless of wealth—create more 

secure, prosperous futures. For 129 years, we’ve made it possible for members to share their stories with both state and federal
policymakers, creating a legislative environment that enables agents and advisors to do what they do best more easily, no matter where 
they practice. 

• We don’t just provide resources. We make it clear how to apply knowledge to the right context. We provide opportunities to co nnect 
by geography or specialty, exchange ideas, and solve urgent problems together. As a result, NAIFA members have been shown to 
outperform peers by 64% in premium volume.

• We help agents and advisors adapt to the changing needs of their customers and communities. For example, our Professional Pat hway 
makes it easier for agents and advisors to cut through the clutter, and learn the skills that matter to them and the people t hey serve.

• When you join with NAIFA, you become part of creating a more confident future for your business—and for the agents, advisors, and 
people they serve in communities large and small across the country. 
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Brand Architecture: NAIFA Leaders

NAIFA helps agents, advisors, partners, and the people they serve find confidence in an ever-changing world.

• As one unified NAIFA, we stand up for equal access to sound advice and advocate for the policies that help everyone—regardless of 
wealth—create more secure, prosperous futures. 

• With deep, long-term relationships in communities large and small, NAIFA helps connect the dots between what communities need and 
how policymaking can best enable the important work of insurance agents and financial advisors in those communities. For 129 years, 
we’ve made it possible for members to share their stories with both state and federal policymakers, creating a legislative en vironment 
that enables agents and advisors to do what they do best more easily, no matter where they practice. 

• With local and state associations, we make it possible for members to connect by geography or specialty, exchange ideas, and solve 
urgent problems together. As a result, NAIFA members have been shown to outperform peers by 64% in premium volume.

• By pooling our collective knowledge, we help agents and advisors better adapt to the changing needs of their customers and 
communities. Our Professional Pathway is just one example of how we’re making it easier for agents and advisors to cut through the 
clutter, and learn the skills that matter to them and the people they serve.

• Ultimately, we are stronger, more resilient, and more capable together. Working together as one NAIFA community, we can help agents 
and those they serve spend less time worrying and more time enjoying all the possibilities that the future holds. 
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Brand Architecture: Consumers

NAIFA helps agents, advisors, partners, and the people they serve find confidence in an ever-changing world.

• We believe no one should be priced out of sound planning and financial advice. Everyone, regardless of how much they earn or where 
they live, deserves an opportunity to protect themselves and take fear out of their future.

• Making it easier for individuals to access trusted agents and advisors means fewer financial crises disrupting the futures of individuals, 
families, and communities.

• NAIFA agents and advisors stand together as the largest group of advocates for personal security, community prosperity, and i ndividual 
achievement. 

• When you work with a NAIFA agent, you’re working with someone who holds themselves accountable to the highest ethical standards 
and who never loses sight of your best interests.

• Our agents understand your needs because they live and work where you do. We’re small business owners, parents, grandparents, and 
caregivers working with small business owners, parents, grandparents, and caregivers. 

• NAIFA agents are continually adapting to respond to all the future-proofing needs someone might have—including financial and 
retirement planning, education planning, healthcare, long-term care, and small business employee benefits. 

• We make it easy to find a trusted advisor that meets your needs with our “Advisors You Can Trust” tool. 
• Ultimately, NAIFA helps individuals spend less time worrying and more time enjoying all the possibilities that the future holds.
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CREATIVE
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Everything could turn upside down tomorrow. We could pick up a lottery ticket and change our lives. And the 

investment world -- we’ve seen that roller coaster ride at its most extreme. Yes, we live in a world of uncertainty. 

But our job, as an industry, is to help people plan for whatever is to come.

To accomplish that seemingly impossible task, each of us has to be immersed in the facts about today, and the 

possibilities for tomorrow. Now, more than ever, we need each other, for knowledge sharing, support and advice.

This direction presents uncertainty as a given in our industry. To potential and existing members, it shows the 

importance of belonging. To lawmakers, it emphasizes the relevance of our industry. Corporate sponsors will take 

on a new level of respect for membership, as they recognize the intricacies involved in our industry. And the 

consumer will know they must seek professional advice to plan for the unknown.

UNCERTAINTY: Preparing for the unknown
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Branding:  “QUESTIONS”

Examples of creatives for:

o College Planning 

o Long-Term Care
o Employee Benefits
o Life Insurance
o Main Street
o Diversity
o Advisor Trust
o Advocacy
o Retirement
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“QUESTIONS” BRANDING CAMPAIGN: COLLEGE PLANNING
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“QUESTIONS” BRANDING CAMPAIGN: LONG-TERM CARE
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“QUESTIONS” BRANDING CAMPAIGN: EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
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“QUESTIONS” BRANDING CAMPAIGN: LIFE INSURANCE
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“QUESTIONS” BRANDING CAMPAIGN: MAIN STREET
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“QUESTIONS” BRANDING CAMPAIGN: DIVERSITY
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“QUESTIONS” BRANDING CAMPAIGN: TRUST
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“QUESTIONS” BRANDING CAMPAIGN: ADVOCACY
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“QUESTIONS” BRANDING CAMPAIGN: COLLEGE PLANNING
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“QUESTIONS” BRANDING CAMPAIGN: RETIREMENT
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Creative Checklist

Is it BOLD? 

Does it have EMOTION?

Will it have meaning to each AUDIENCE?

Can it live in multiple FORMATS? 

Does it have LONGEVITY?

Does it answer WHAT and WHY?
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LAUNCH PLAN
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Launching the Brand

Internally

Bring the brand to life; instill creating confidence as the cornerstone of the NAIFA culture to 
create a shared sense of pride and a collective sense of purpose and drive. 

Externally

Address all members, corporate sponsors, lawmakers and consumers so they understand the 
value of NAIFA as an advocate to create a more prosperous future for all.  
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Brand Launch Timeline

Timeline May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan

Internal

External

Tentative timeline:
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• Nine out of 10 NAIFA members say 

they serve middle-income individuals 

and families

• 42% serve lower-income families
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Survey results on NAIFA.org
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“It turns out that what 

members of a key financial 

advisor group really do, a 

lot, is protect clients, and the 

clients' loved ones, against 

the risk of premature death.”

– Allison Bell, Editor, 

ThinkAdvisor Life/Health 
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Tweet and 

re-tweet!
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Learn from the Best 

on AdvisorsYouCanTrust.org
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AdvisorsYouCanTrust.org home page
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For more information:

Sheila Owens

Vice President, Communications & Content Strategy

sowens@naifa.org

703.770.8112



Message We’re Sending 
to the Industry

Kevin Mayeux
NAIFA CEO







Partnership Update



NAIFA As an Advocacy Partner



Message to ACLI



Chapter Success 
Framework

Lawrence J. Holzberg, 
LUTCF
NAIFA Trustee



Benchmarks for 
Success

Michele Grassley Clarke
VP, Member & Chapter 
Services



Benchmarks for Success
Budgeting with a Growth Mindset



Striking the Right Balance on 
Your Balance Sheet

Healthy:

6-12 Months 
of Operating 
in Reserves

• 33% of States
< 6 Months

• 21% of States
6-12 Months

• 37% of States
>12 Months

• 39% of Locals 
< 6 Months

• 26% of Locals
6-12 Months

• 34% of Locals 
> 12 Months



Recommended for States Average State Chapter

Striking the Right Balance on 
Your Top Line

59%
17%

2%

19%

3%

75%

9%

1%
13%

3%



Recommended for Locals Average Local Chapter

Striking the Right Balance on 
Your Top Line

62%
18%

20%

0%

64%

18%

17%

1%



59%
17%

2%

19%

3%

75%

9%

1%
13%

3%

Chapter Revenues by Source
Recommended National Average State Example

97%

0%2%
0%

1%



59%
17%

2%

19%

3%

75%

9%

1%
13%

3%

Chapter Revenues by Source
Recommended National Average State Example

40%

32%

0%

19%

9%



59%
17%

2%

19%

3%

75%

9%

1%
13%

3%

Chapter Revenues by Source
Recommended National Average State Example

58%

17%

0%

25%

0%



Recommended for States Average State Chapter

Striking the Right Balance on 
Your Expenditures

35%

24%3%

15%

7%

1%
15%

43%

21%
1%

3%

8%

6%

18%



Recommended for Locals Average Local Chapter

Striking the Right Balance on 
Your Expenditures

35%

40%

3%

15%

6%

1%

42%

34%

2%

3%

12%

7%



Chapter Expenses by Type
Recommended National Average

35%

24%3%

15%

7%

1%

15%

43%

21%
1%

3%

8%

6%

18%

Example

20%

12%

1%

1%

6%

4%

56%



Chapter Expenses by Type
Recommended National Average

35%

24%3%

15%

7%

1%

15%

43%

21%
1%

3%

8%

6%

18%

Example

88%

6%

0%

2%
0%

4%

0%



Chapter Expenses by Type
Recommended National Average

35%

24%3%

15%

7%

1%

15%

43%

21%
1%

3%

8%

6%

18%

Example

36%

22%
2%

10%

8%

4%

19%



Benchmarks for Success
Micro-Volunteerism in the New NAIFA



Volunteer Profile

• 84% Reported a Very Positive or Positive Impact on Their Career

• 57% of Assn Volunteers Contributed < 1 hour/month

27% contributed < 1 hour/week

• 30% of Assn Volunteers Were Not Identified as Volunteers by the 

Assn



Why Members Don’t Volunteer

• Not enough information about opportunities (39%)

• I volunteer elsewhere (35%)

• I was never asked (29%)

• No knowledge of electronic or virtual opportunities (23%)

• No knowledge  of short-term assignments (22%)



Volunteer Satisfaction

• Only 19% of Assn Volunteers Were Very Satisfied with Their 

Volunteer Experience

• Only 13% of Assn Volunteers Were Very Likely to Volunteer Again 

Next Year

• Only 14% of Assn Volunteers Were Very Likely to Recommend it to 

Others



Tips for a Successful Program

• Make it Part of Your Plan.

• Champion it!

• Offer Variety

‒ Ad Hoc/Short Term/Virtual

‒ Different Skills/Personalities

• Communicate benefits.

• Promote often.

• Make a Personal Ask…and 

Keep Asking!

• Recognize ALL volunteer 

contributions.



NAIFA Chapter 
Best Practice:
Board Accountability

The Power of  Scrum

John D. Richardson, RICP
®
, LACP

®

2019 NAIFA-Tennessee President

2019 NAIFA National YAT Committee Chairman

2018 NAIFA YAT Leader of  the Year



January 1, 2019





The Critical Question

How do we make NAIFA 
board meetings 

productive and fun?



The answer is 

Scrum!

This Photo by  Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA





A Quick 
Review of 

Scrum

Scrum
agile project management YES!

a rugby huddle NO!

Sprints
short cycles of  activity in 
dedicated teams



The Scrum Process



Key 3 Questions for 
Stand Up Scrum Meetings

What did you do since our last scrum meeting?

What are you doing during this sprint?

What obstacles are in your way?



Key 3 Roles on a Scrum Team

Product Owner – Key stakeholder with a vision who provides 

direction to the team for each sprint

Scrum Master – Facilitator who focuses completely on the process 

and helps eliminate obstacles

Team Members – 5-9 professionals with similar values, diverse 

backgrounds, and are jointly accountable for the results



Successful Scrum Teams
1. Have Intentional and Brief  Stand Up Meetings

2. Work Transparently

3. Feel Joint Responsibility

4. Are Aware of  Progress, Celebrate Wins, and 

Learn from Challenges



2019 NAIFA-Tennessee
Scrum Teams’ Areas of  Focus

1. Serving existing NAIFA Members

2. Recruiting new NAIFA Members

3. Enhancing the NAIFA Member Experience



2019 NAIFA-Tennessee’s 
Scrum Teams

Product Owner 
for all 3 scrum teams

2019 NAIFA-Tennessee President 

John D. Richardson, RICP
®

, LACP
®



2019 NAIFA-Tennessee’s Scrum Teams

Scrum Master for the 

serving existing NAIFA Members 

Scrum Team

2016-2017 NAIFA-TN President

2019 Senior RVP (Middle TN) 

Marc Lewis, LUTCF, LACP
®
, FSS

Scrum Team #1:

Serving NAIFA Members



2019 NAIFA-Tennessee’s Scrum Teams

Scrum Team Members include 
Association Executive Cathy Balkcom, 
3 Senior RVPs, and 3 Junior RVPs

Serving NAIFA Members

2019 Goal:

Retain 90% of  existing 

NAIFA-TN Members



Scrum Master for the 

recruiting new NAIFA Members 
Scrum Team

2019 NAIFA-TN President-Elect 
and Membership Chairman 

Karen Byrd

Scrum Team #2:

Recruiting NAIFA Members

2019 NAIFA-Tennessee’s Scrum Teams



Recruiting NAIFA Members

2019 NAIFA-Tennessee’s Scrum Teams

Scrum Team Members include 2019 
NAIFA-TN Secretary, YAT Chairman, 
Independent Advisor Chairman, APIC 
Chairman (State), APIC Chairman (Federal), 
and Government Relations Chairman

2019 Goal:

Recruit 100 new 

NAIFA-TN Members



Scrum Master for the 

enhancing the NAIFA Member 
Experience 

Scrum Team

2015-2016 NAIFA-TN President 2019 
NAIFA-TN National Committee 
Person 

Cindy Moyers

Scrum Team #3:

Enhancing the NAIFA 

Member Experience

2019 NAIFA-Tennessee’s Scrum Teams



Enhancing the NAIFA 

Member Experience

2019 NAIFA-Tennessee’s Scrum Teams

Scrum Team Members include 2019 
NAIFA-TN Treasurer, Non-Dues 
Revenue Chairman, LILI Chairman, and 
IFAPAC Chairman

2019 Goal:

Generate $20,000 in recurring 

non-dues revenue



2019 NAIFA-Tennessee Scrum Teams’ Progress Report

Scrum Team #1: Serving NAIFA Members
1. Personally called all NAIFA-TN members

2. Emails are regularly sent to members about upcoming Affiliate 

meetings and NAIFA-TN Events

3. Reply to NAIFA-TN members requests within 24 hours

4. Proactively focusing on challenging membership areas in the state

Results: Current NAIFA-TN Member Retention Rate 77%



2019 NAIFA-Tennessee Scrum Teams’ Progress Report

Scrum Team #2: Recruiting NAIFA Members
1. Intentionally connecting with centers of  influence at key companies

2. Have a membership recruitment table at all Affiliate meetings 

and all NAIFA-TN events

3. Publicly recognize new NAIFA members with a pinning ceremony

Results: Recruited 33 new members, 20 new members at 

NAIFA-TN’s Day on the Hill / Sales Summit in March 2019



2019 NAIFA-Tennessee Scrum Teams’ Progress Report

Scrum Team #3: Enhancing the NAIFA Member Experience

1. Intentionally contacting local businesses to form strategic non-dues 

revenue partnerships with NAIFA-TN

2. Emily Cabbage (NAIFA home office representative) gives a 15 minute 

NAIFA National update during our monthly NAIFA-TN Zoom 

board meetings.  NAIFA-TN board meetings last only 1 hour.

3. Results: Renewed excitement, re-engagement of  many NAIFA-TN Past 

Presidents, 7 “New-NAIFA” focused members in 2019 LILI Class



To learn more 
about scrum, 
read this book as 
soon as possible.



Thank you 
for your time!

John D. Richardson, RICP
®

, LACP
®

2019 NAIFA-Tennessee President

2019 NAIFA National YAT Committee Chairman

2018 NAIFA YAT Leader of  the Year

Cell (615)419-4140

John.Richardson@BoundbrookAdvisors.com



Session 1 Wrap Up



We’ll Be Right Back



Suzanne Carawan
AVP, Marketing & 
Membership



Marketing & 
Membership Update

Suzanne Carawan



2019 Membership Program 

• Membership Program Roll-Out (Dennis Cuccinelli, MGC & SC) 
with Membership Promise Presentation Standardization and the 
Power of the Pin

• Growth Kits including Online Join/ Promo Kits for Programs

• Main Street USA  ***Get Your Video!

• AdvisorsYouCanTrust.org

• NAIFA 20/20 Member Experience Onboarding & Retention



Advisor Ambassador 
Program: 
John D. Richardson
Low Cost Lead Gen allowing for Opportunities to Differentiate Powered by 
Zoom



Designations & 
Certifications
Ring the Bell!



LUTCF: Updates

• Marketing campaign to young advisors as great 1st designation

• 2 LUTCF Scholarships Available! Deadline is June 1

• Fall 2019– Live, but virtual,  moderated LUTCF classes will be 
available across the country powered by Zoom

• Promo Kits: underway



LACP: Updates

• ACCREDITED! 

• Press Release TBD but ASAP

• Corporate Partners Ready to Be Contacted

• Fill the July Exam! Seats are Now Available! June 1st is 
Deadline! 



LECP:
Carroll Golden, 
Executive Director
Covering the Continuum of Long Term Care



LECP Updates

• Launched at ILTCI in March 2019

• Pay-to-play

• Founding Sponsors are Thought Leaders in the Industry

• Online Hub of Commentary, Content & Contacts



Level Up Roadshow:
The Advanced Markets 
Center
2019 Plans



Level Up Roadshow

• August 22nd:  Dallas  

• Week of October 14th: Charlotte

• Philadelphia: TBD

• 2020 Schedule



Level Up Roadshow

• Panel of speakers

• Seat price or buy table

• Sponsorships

• Livestreamed to regional markets only

• Non-member pricing is higher



NAIFA Live



Drew DeWitt

President, Minnesota Chapter



Getting Started 

• Submit NAIFA Live Chapter 
Enrollment Form

• Have kickoff call with SET rep

• Line up and report watch party 
locations





2019 Performance + 
Purpose
Orlando





conference.naifa.org



Zoom Partnership
Technology Connecting NAIFA



Zoom & NAIFA

• Every major initiative launched since 2018 relies on Zoom 

• Real-time video now powers all committee meetings

• Zoom powers NAIFA Live—allowing us to hold a new format of 
monthly meetings and provide top quality education 



Demand for Zoom

• Staff started asking

• Chapters started asking

• Members started asking



Meet Sandon Olson, Jr. 
at Zoom
Our Finserv Network Alliances Account Manager 



About Zoom

• NASDAQ: ZM $72/share

• Headquartered in San Jose, CA, global offices

• Best IPO of the Year

• 1300 employees 

• FinServ Enterprise Team & Network Alliances Team (Sandon)

• Clients You Might Know



Zoom Packages

• Meetings

• Webinars

• Zoom Rooms



NAIFA-Zoom Partnership

• New! Chapter Benefit

• New! Member Benefit

• New! Non-Dues Revenue Share per Agreement



How Does It Work? 

New Subscriptions: 

• Call NAIFA’s Member Services Team

• Issue a NAIFA code 

• Get discount instantly, NAIFA receives check quarterly



NAIFA Shop
#NAIFAproud





NAIFA Leadership
#NAIFAproud
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Brand Architecture: NAIFA Leadership

NAIFA helps insurance professionals, financial advisors, partners, and the people they serve find confidence in 
an ever-changing world.

• As one unified NAIFA, we stand up for equal access to sound advice and advocate for the policies that help everyone—regardless of 
wealth—create more secure, prosperous futures. 

• With deep, long-term relationships in communities large and small, NAIFA helps connect the dots between what communities need and 
how policymaking can best enable the important work of insurance professionals and financial advisors in those communities. For 129 
years, we’ve made it possible for members to share their stories with both state and federal policymakers, creating a legisla tive 
environment that enables members to do what they do best more easily, no matter where they practice. 

• With local and state chapters, we make it possible for members to connect by geography or specialty, exchange ideas, and solve urgent 
problems together. As a result, NAIFA members have been shown to outperform peers by 64% in premium volume.

• By pooling our collective knowledge, we help insurance professionals and financial advisors better adapt to the changing need s of their 
customers and communities. Our Professional Pathway is just one example of how we’re making it easier for members to cut thro ugh
the clutter, and learn the skills that matter to them and the people they serve.

• Ultimately, we are stronger, more resilient, and more capable together. Working together as one NAIFA community, we can help 
members and those they serve spend less time worrying and more time enjoying each day and looking forward to what’s next. 



The Blue Squad

• Brand for the Leadership

• Identify quickly who is all in and driving NAIFA forward

• Identifiable across events, meetings, geography

• Offer a point-based system for rewards

• Select vs elect to identify new volunteers
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MEMBERSHIP PAGE
How the “Questions” campaign can be used at point of contact for members and potential members
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ADVISORS PAGE
How the “Questions” campaign can be used at point of contact for members and potential members
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ALTERNATE LINES
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RECRUITING PAGE
Renaming the Advisor Ambassador Program the Blue Squad Ambassador Program
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BANNERS ON SITE
How the “Questions” campaign can be used at point of contact for members and potential members
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BLUE SQUAD TCHOTCHKES




